
TRADING STRATEGY
AND RISK
MANAGEMENT
GTRADER.ME
Automated spot trading platform connected
to clients with Binance accounts.



HOW DOES GTRADER OPERATE?
For the customer it is fully automatic and the

capital is always in Binance accounts under the
control of each user.

 
We trade Spot in 4 quarters, the capital is divided

into four quarters and staggered trades are placed.
 

Gtrader buys at market and places a limit order
with a target profit percentage and a Stop Loss of

10% on each quarter. 
 

If a trade is returned against, the maximum
damage to an account is 2.5%.

 
 We only trade the most stable market currencies

with the highest volume.
 

BTC - USDT - LTC - BNB - ETH - TWT



GTRADER
TRADING
TEAM
Gtrader's trading team is made up of
three departments that interact to
make decisions on each trade.  



DEPARTMENT OF TECHNICAL
MARKET ANALYSIS
This department analyses the market and the
currency pairs traded in different time frames:
long term (one year), medium term (monthly)
and short term (weekly). 

Every Sunday they establish two support and
two resistance. 

This analysis is based on indicators such as
technical analysis, Eliot waves, Gauss bell,
cycle states, and positive and negative
memories built in the market.



DEPARTMENT
RISK MANAGEMENT
It analyses the specific situation of
each currency in which it operates
and checks the relevant information
that could affect the evolution of
these currencies, fundamentals, etc.



DEPARTMENT 
OPERATIONAL
It deals with the placement of orders,
analyses the trend of the pairs (bullish,
bearish, sideways), location based on 20 and
200 period EMAs, events and sets the entries,
always at low supports for the USDT robot.
And for the BTC robot, it analyses
decorrelations that occur in the pairs and also
trades in Short when the BTC is at its
maximum resistances.



Cordially,

Gtrader.me Team

www.gtrader.me

info@gtrader.me
This is a
summary of
Gtrader.me's
trading
operations.

https://www.facebook.com/app.gtrader/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCYUNxAx0ulVjGLy6c80-AtQ
https://www.instagram.com/gtrader.app/
https://t.me/ComunidadGtrader

